As a member of the World LP Gas Association, (Member Company Name) is committed to operate in accordance with the practices and principles of the Association and will:

- Work with Governments and their Agencies and Industry Organisations to establish and maintain a regulatory framework and control structure that will enable all stakeholders to benefit from an open, healthy and safe LP Gas market.

- Undertake business activities in accordance with the standards described in the WLPGA Guidelines for Good Business Practices in the LP Gas Industry.

- Operate in a systematic manner to the high standards of safe operational practice described in the WLPGA Guidelines for Good Safety Practices in the LP Gas Industry and all local requirements.

- Provide appropriate guidance and support to its distribution network to ensure high standards of safety and commercial business practice are maintained throughout the business chain.

- Ensure that all activities are carried out in a manner that minimises the impact on the Environment and causes no harm to public.

- Demonstrate leadership responsibility by example to the LP Gas Industry in the countries of operation.

- Assure high standards of safety, quality and reliability are maintained in all products and services offered to the market.

The World LP Gas Association assures its full support to (Member Company Name) in their resolve to adhere to this Code of Conduct.

Member Company Name: ..............................  World LP Gas Association

Signed:  ..................................................  Signed:  ..............................

(Member Company Representative)  Managing Director - WLPGA

Date:  ..................................................